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ABSTRACT

In order to study density of states (DOS) effects on the resistivity

of liquid metals and alloys we derive a set of integral equations for these

quantities so that this set satisfies the generalized optical theorem.

The DOS is calculated up to second order in the scattering potential using

renormalized propagators. The theory is applicable to weak scattering

systems, for example, alkali and alkaline earth metals and,for example to

Li-Pb alloys for compositions where the mean free path is much larger than

the average interatomic distance. From our numerical results we conclude

that the Ziman equation for the resistivityshould be multiplied by

g2= N2(E )/N?(E ) where N(E ) is the DOS at the Fermi level as calculated

in our model and N - ( E
F '

 i s t n e tree electron DOS. This solves the long

standing problem of whether or not one should correct the Zlman equation

by an effective mass correction. Our model is only valid for alloys

consisting of atoms with a small difference in electronegativlty. This is

clearly shown in the results for the liquid Li-Pb system.

Some of the existing resistivity theories for- weak and intermediate

scattering are examined in the light of our calculations.
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1. IMTRODUCTION

Kubo [l] and Greenwood [2] have derived a general expression for

the conductivity in linear response theory. However, its evaluation is

complicated and discussionsof the conductivity of liquid metals are usually

based on the much simpler expression derived by Ziaan [3] from the Boltzmann

equation. The Ziman equation can also be derived froa the Kubo-Greenwood

equation [4]. Both derivations are valid in the weak scattering limit

only: the electronic wave functions are approximated by plane waves, or,

equivalently, the effective medium propagator is approximated by the free

electron propagator. So in these approaches band structure or density of

states effects have to be taken into account in an ad hoc way. Also in the

sophisticated studies DOS effects on the electronic conductivity are

neglected 0> - 11]. Ferraz and March [lO] have incorporated Fermi surface

blurring in the Ziman equation and obtained an integral equation for the

mean-free path. They claim thiB expression to be valid also for strong

electron-ion scattering (see also Leavens et al. [12]). Another consistent

approach for the mean-free path is the theory of Gotze [ll] for the

metal-non-metal transition due to disorder. HcGaskill and March [i3]

discussed qualitatively the connection between GStze's theory and the model

of March [10,12,13] .

The purpose of this paper is to study DOS effects on the electronic

conductivity in liquid metalB and alloys in a consistent manner.

We approximated the conductivity and DOS in such a way that they satisfy

the Generalized Optical Theorem (GOT). We calculate the conductivity from

the Kubo-Greenwood formula using the Green function method described by

Edwards [4,14] and compare this result with the result of Ziman's equation.

Edwards theory for weak scattering systems has been applied only to DOS

calculations, for example Ballentine [15]. When using energy dependent

pseudo potentials Ballentine's calculational scheme becomes very

cumbersome.

We use the simpler scheme derived recently by Niizeki [16] by

calculating the DOS from the integrated density of states {I DOS) up to

second order in the model potentials.

In Section 2 an outline Is given of our consistent scheae for the

S and conductivity of weak scattering aystens.

In Section 3 we present numerical results on liquid alkali and

kaline earth netals.

In Section 4 these results are compared with recent analytical

suits on the long standing problem of whether or not one has to Include

effective masB or DOS correction to the Zinan equation. Our numerical

suits agree with the analytical result for the resistivity in the nearly-

se-electron approximation of Itoh and Watabe [17]. One has indeed to

2
-rect the Ziman result by Multiplying it with g where g is the ratio

the calculated DOS at the Fermi level and the corresponding free-electron

THEORETICAL PART

2.1 The density of states

In the usual approximations (rigid cores, independent electrons and

stic electron-ion scattering) the DOS per-spin is computed from

wards [14], Ballentine [15,18])

(1)

-v/1.
(2)

H - V and GQ= (E + U - HQ)
-1

irturbed system described by the Haailtonian Hn= p and V is the

is the Green operator for the

2
"<T

-urbatitig potential, the sura of all individual Bcreened ionic potentials

- R.). The brackets denote an average overall ionic configuration

Throughout this paper we use atomic units : * = 2m = - = 1
2
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By expanding «Ĵ  the Green operator for a certain Ionic configuration in

a power series of V, and averaging one obtains

_i

where the self energy 51 i8 defined by

5. G r < VT
(4)

or, alternatively, ia given by a aum of irreducible diagrama

A • • (5)

Diagram b is in k apace given by % \ k
 G

k
 V k k S " - " - l ' ) t 0 b*

summed over the internal momentum k . S(q) is the structure factor of

the liquid, n is the ionic number density and S\ is the volume .

If the potential depends on the energy Eq-(U does not yield the

correct DOS. However;as pointed out by Lloyd [l9j, this difficulty is

circumvented by calculating the Integrated density of states (I DOS) from

(6)

where

(7)

where ^ is a Green operator containing an energy dependent pseudopotential.

It can easily be shown that this will give the correct DOS:

The series expansion of j> in IT is not geometric. Following

Chan and Ballentine [20j one introduces a coupling parameter \ by making

the replacement V — » W where V may be any type of real potential and

one can derive

(8)

We follow Niizeki [16] and make the ansatz that in terms of G and £ ,

is correctly given by

O)

where T is the n order contribution in V to 51 in terms of V-G

diagrams.One tan now easily derive the following expression for d* /dA

•j. (10)

This reduces to iiq.(8) if is given by

(11)

which may be any approximation to £ based on Eq,(5) (V-G diagrams). If

the potential does not depend on the energy d$/dE reduces to G, then

Eq.(9) is still very useful to determine the Fermi energy E .

Note that we have written down Eqs, (8), (9) and (10) for the

operators themselves, not just for their traces, as did Chan and Ballentino

[20] and Niizeki fl6j. Therefore no spectral information is lost

(Ballentine [is]).
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2.2 The Conductivity

The conductivity in an iBOtropic liquid is given in linear response

by [1, 2, A, 21]

CT' = (12)

where f is the Fermi distribution function. This equation can be written

in the form

U3,

where

(14)

and one makes use of the identity Cj £ Cj = !j dCj /dp. Bringer [22] has

shown that K obeys the following Bethe-Salpeter type equation:

by Dunleavy and Jones [23) in their calculations of the resistivity of

transition metals based on this approximation .

An important relation between A. and 21 is the Generalized

Optical Theorem (GOT)

(18)

This is s statement of particle number conservation. To each diagram of

gq.(5) corresponds a subset of diagrams of Eq- (16). Therefore, approximating

E by truncating Eq.(5) at the saae time determines A In a unique way.

Thus a consistent approximate calculation of the DOS and <r can be done

such that the terms kept in I and A satisfy Eq.(18).

We have performed such a calculation in the lowest order consistent

approximation corresponding to keeping only the first term in Kq.(ie) and

the first two terms in £q.(5). This yields

(19)

(15)

The vertex function A, like Z , is a aum of irreducible diagrams which

is.in terms of the V-G diagrams^given by

A + A • /b • .. (16)

By inspection it can be shown that

< irreducible
(17)

where 1* • is the anaveraged total f matrix of the system.

Rousseau et al [8.9] use A = ^'T^k''^ ' B° they include also peducible

diagrams. This explains the divergent third order terms found numerically

The 1 DOS is then given by

and the conductivity by

nrt) « X

We treat -df/dE » ^(E - E f) .

(20)

(22)
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The Ziman equation for the resistivity can be derived from Eq.(20) by first

approximating Im G by a delta function in the limit of small I<" Z and

then using the GOT to write Im I in Eq.(2O) In terms of the Irreducible

vertex function -A. and finally to approximate _A_ by v S (Bringer[23[|).

In this approximation explicit DOS effects on the conductivity cancel. The

Ziman equation Tor the conductivity is then,to lowest order in 1/Im Z. ,

given by

(23)

,tlon of the V-c

where Jl (cos 0) = v (coo (J )S(cos 6 ) .

One can easily show that the

diagrams to t-G diagrams and taking Into account only the lowest order

terms In t, which amounts to replacing v simply by t, does not satisfy

the COT.

Replacing t by a medium t matrix (Aahcroft and Schalch [6])

again leads to approximations which satisfy the GOT.

The validity or results of calculations using the single site t

matrix in the Zlman equation are difficult to assess because of the

ambiguities in the determination of k , E , the effective number of

conduction electrons Z , the bottom of the conduction band and the

effective electron mass. These ambiguities arise partly because many

authors [24-32] try to incorporate electron locallistion and band structure

effects in an ad hoc way. tn the remainder of this paper we present an

approximation in which no k-£ relation Is required and the Fermi level

is determined consistently by filling the conduction band. Electronic

conductivity and DOS are calculated ao that they satisfy the GOT.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We have carried out calculations of the DOS and conductivity using

K q s . U 3 M 2 3 ) . We have used the empty core model potential introduced by

- 8 -

Ashcroft [33]. It 1B zero inside, and equal to a screened Coulomb potential

outside a core of radius B . The Fourtor transform Is
c

(24)

Z is the valence charge. In the dielectric screening we take account of

effects due to electron exchange and correlation as described by Vashista

and Singwi [34]. This model potential has been chosen because It leads

to one-dimensional integral equations. In our opinion use of a more

sophistical model potential would not alter the principal results of our

numerical calculations.

For the alloys Btudled the core radii were determined by fitting

the resistivity of the pure components to the experimental value. Of the

two possible values for n^ we choose the one closest to the values given

by Harrison [35] . This procedure was adopted from Aschroft t.36] who obtained

good agreement with experiment for Na-K alloys. We used hard sphere Percus-

Vevick [HSPY] structure factors fitted to the maximum of the first liquid

structure peak. In order to compare the present method with the Ziman

formula, E.q.(23),we have calculated the resistivity using the same parameters.

3.1 Application to liquid LI. H B and liquid earth alkali metals and dilute
Li-Pb alloys

Using EqB.(19) and (20) we have calculated the resistivity and DOS

of Li-Pb at BOO»C and of the alkali-earth metals «t their welting point.

Li-Pb alloys are known to exhibit strong scattering in the vicinity of the

composition LI Pb, where a liquid compound is formed. In this region

(p> 300^ a cm) our model la not valid. We compare these results with those

obtained, us ing the Zinan equation. The results and input parameters are

given intlie table. The Pascal progrnmmaWsrun on a CDC 70 computer, using

Fortran Library routines for integration. The range 0-6 k was divided

into 150 intervals. £ was calculated to an accuracy of ,l*/00 (standard

deviation). A calculation of one energy point took about 6 seconds. It

was estimated numerically that the integration cut-off at 6 k introduces

- 9 -



an error of less than 1-/00. It can be argued that v(q> * 0 for q>i

where q.t«/B_.

3.2 The density of atates

In Fig. 1 we show the density of states n(E) for Li and Pb

calculated using the HSPY structure factors. For comparison also the free

electron curves are shown. Our results are similar to those obtained by

Kuroha and Suzuki [37] for liquid Li and by Itami and Shlmoji [38] for

liquid Pb. Our calculated DOS shows no sharp features except for the

Brillouin kink occurring roughly at the energy where S(2k_) has a maximum

in the case of pure metals. Such kinks were also reported in RefB. [lS,37-40].

The energy zone in which n(E) has a small or even negative slope is

remnant of the Brillouin kinks In crystalline solids.

If S(q) is strongly peaked the kink becomes «ar* pronunced as in Li.

If, on the other hand, the scattering potential becomes stronger at the

structure factor peak, the kink broadens. This is observed in the DOS of

Pb. In alloys the kink is totally smeared out. Inclusion of charge

transfer In the liquid structure of dilute Li-Pb alloys can partially be

accounted for by using the mean spherical approximation for charged hard

spheres. This Merely leads to a Brillouin kink at low energy, which is

associated with the prepeak or Coulomb peak in S(q>. It hardly effects

the DOS at the Feral level in our model.

Finally we have calculated the DOS for the liquid alkaline earth

metals Kg, Ca, Sr and Ba at their melting temperature. Again we used the

HSPY structure factor fitted to experiment and an Ashcroft potential. The

results are in Fig. 2. We note especially the large Brillouin kink for Ba.

3.3 The resistivity

Using the Green functions calculated as described in the previous

section we have calculated the resistivity from the integrsl equation (20);

denoted by p ̂  . This result for P ^ I. compared with the Zl-an resistivity

b obtained by using the same model potential and structure factors. In
JZ
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fig. 3 we have plotted p j> and the experimental results of Nguybn

and Bnderby [4l] as a function of composition for U-Pb alloys using

HSPY structure fsctors. Both curves ( p „„ and p_) follow the experimental
KG Z

curve for alloys with less than 10 at.* Pb. The maximum of p R G and

p occurs at the same composition aa for p e , but are a factor 2 too

snail. Our nodel clearly is not valid in this composition region. We have

also calculated the resistivity of the alkaline earth metals, using the
core radii R of HarrlBon [35]. Good agreement with experiment Is obtained,

c

4. PISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

We compared the ratio p / p and g - n(EF)/n0(EF> and found to

a good approximation

This relation holds over the entire range of resltivity values up to

600^1 SI cm and g values (0.7 - 1,35) considered . Even for very weak

scattering the resistivity la modified with a factor g (see for example

Ha in the table, this correction probably stems from the change in the eigen-

functions and Is analogous to the replacement of vr by vp/g in the

Bolt wan n approach as proposed by Faber and Ziman [42].

Recently, ItPh and Watabe [17] and Itth [43] have reconsidered the

derivation of the Ziman equation. They obtained two corrections to the

Ziman equation, one due to the normalisation of the wave functions and secondly an

effective mass correction. Mian the normalisation of the wave functions

depends only weakly on k, this factor disappears from the equation and one

Is left with an equation similar to the one above, where p contains an

effective potential and has to be evaluated using the appropriate k .

In Iton's theory the ratio g is given by

(26)
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3 "2.
where n» = (kr /3 IT ) Is the effective carrier number.

EF
According to our numerical results this factor alone cannot give rise

to such high g values ao obtained by our Model. Part of this discrepancy

nay be due to the effective potential occurring!" I ton's equation.

In passing we note that even If n(K ) differs appreciably from Its
2

free electron value, the Fermi wave vector k»_ , given by k « E - Be TJ(E)|

is still very close to its free electron value k « (3 IT n,,) 1' 3 (n is

the conduction electron density).

The g value 1.13 we obtained for Li agrees with estimated values

from literature 1.10-1.IS (Faber [44]) and a semi-empirical estimate g = 1.11

of van der Marel [45] .

Our approach can satisfactorily explain the high resistivity of Ba

with respect to the other alkaline earth metals, without invoking d resonance

scattering as being due to the coincidence of 2k with the top of the

first liquid structure peak .

The high resitlvity of alloys with strong charge transfer, like the

Li-Pb system, cannot be explained by this second order perturbation scheme.

This is, because in this scheme in alloys one starts the perturbation scheme

with an average alloy potential, comparable to a virtual crystal approximation,

and so it does not distinguish between different sites. For these liquid

salt-like systems the effective medium approximation of Roth and Singh [46]

and Itoh and Natabe [47] is probably more appropriate.

Ho quantitative theory has been fn-mulated for liquid alloys with

strong chemical bonding and, consequently, strong band structure effects.

Attempts to describe such liquid systems within a aemispherlcal tight

binding scheme have been put forward by Holzhey et al. [48], Franz et al.

[49], Geertsma et al.[50j, Geertama [51J and ftijkstrasnd Geertsma [52].

From the fact that, for the systems considered, the DOS at the Fermi

level Is usually within 15-30% of the free electron value while kg = k

we conclude that the Ziman equation Is a good first approximation for these

- 12 -

nearly free electron Bysterns. This is especially the case when 2k is
Ef

far below the top of the first liquid structure peak, as in alkalis.

Band structure effects far away from the Fermi level do not influence

the resistivity! When 2k- coincides with the top of the first liquid

structure peak one obtains a kink in the DOS of pure metals. In alloys

this effect is smeared out.

Our approach has the advantage over the usual Ziman or extended

Ziman approaches that it does not require a k-E relation to fix k .

It can easily be extended without making ad-hoc assumptions.

Again we stress the remarkable fact that the numerical results of

our scheme and the Ziman scheme for the resistivity satisfy very closely
2

the relation p, = g p , thereby contradicting the usual claims that in
kG Z

the limit of weak scattering, band structure effects cancel. In our approach

this relation holds even for Na the most free electron like system known,

although, admittedly, the correction is in this case very small. This

result also shows that there has to be a transition regime between the

well-known diffusive motion regime where the resistivity satisfies p »v»1/g

and the regime of weak scattering where p -v g and where the theory

set out in this paper applies.
the

In/course of our study we found that the basic equation for the

resistivity used by a number of authors [9,10,53,54] is wrong: instead of

using {|T| > one has to use only the Irreducible diagrams contained

in this expansion, <"|T|^, , in the Bethe-Salpeter equation.

This problem has been extensively discussed by Ballentine and Heany

155] and Hubermen and Chester [56], who showed that the resistivity

equation derived by Jones [53], March [54] and Ferraz and March [lo]

contains an error and is only valid in the weak scattering limit. This has

recently also been pointed out by HcGaskill And and March [57] .
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TABLE

Li

Pb

Na

Mg

Ca

Sr

Ba

1

0

0

(o

(0

(1

(1

A

.08

• 52

.91*

• 710

.90)

.lli)

.60)

(X)

(0

( 0

(o

.92)

.52)

.96)

.8)

2.T97

3.091

3.281

2.73

3.52

3.66

3.85

n

0 .

0 .

0.

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

it 5

1*5

1.1*9

1*6

1*6

U6

1*6

0.0388

0.0291

0.021*3

0.01*31

o.o;>oi

0.0179

0.0153

T(°C)

BOO

800

100

680

850

780

730

•(

0.

0.

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

0 .

V

0158

0181

0121*

0182

011*5

0121

0153

e

1.13

0.89

1.03

1,00

1.02

0.89

0.72

exp

1*1.

H 7 .

9.

SI

33

85

306

f

1*

5

7

(uftcm)

KG

1.2

112

10.8

1*3

52

259

625

ZIM

31.

11*1*

8.9

it it

1.9

318

1235

03 -0.1 0.1 03 tt5 07

TABLE CAPTION

Parameter values of B c (model potential radius), 0 (hard sphere

diameter) and n (pacKing fraction) used to obtain consistent DOS

and conductivity (a). n is the atomic number density,

T is the temperature and g is tha ratio of NtE.,) and the corresponding
v

free electron value.

Fig.l - Density of states and free electron density of states:

Li (A) and Pb (B). The vertical lines indicate the

position or the Fermi level.
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,.2 - DOB o f Mg ( A ) , Ca ( B ) , S r ( O a n d Ba ( D ) .
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300

Fig.3 - The relativity p of Ll-Pt alloys as a function or
composition: • Kubo-Greenvooc! formula, o Ziman
formula and 6 experimental.
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Fig. I) - Calculated res i s t iv i ty PKG as a function of g pz


